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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS SUMMARY
Historic archaeological excavations at 182 George Street and 33-35 Pitt Street, Sydney,
Circular Quay Tower (CQT) have now been completed in all proposed areas relating to the
original grants of James Underwood (Area A) and George Johnston (Area B).
The key preliminary findings of the excavation are summarised as:












Evidence of the pre-1788 landscape and environment and how this changed at the
beginning of British settlement.
Evidence of the late 18th-century landscape of the Tank Stream and Sydney Cove
including areas of exposed sandstone bedrock, extensive marine shell deposits, and
the dynamic interrelationship between alluvial and marine deposits. Examples of
the remnant tree stumps from this period were also sampled.
Evidence of the earliest use of the land was found in Area B. This included remnant
fencelines, possible garden features, linear and curved ditches and other
earthworking or landscape modification features. Initial interpretation of these
remains suggests the natural vegetation across this area was cleared to allow for
the planting of a garden, and the erection of insubstantial timber structures.
Examples of water management strategies were located in multiple areas of the site
taking the form of brick and sandstone drains and consolidation fills. These were
found across various phases and locations indicating that the naturally wet
landscape remained troublesome.
Evidence of early 19th-century land reclamation using crushed sandstone, clay and
other imported materials was found, most clearly in Area A.
The level of organic preservation was particularly high at the site. Woodenstructural elements from the late 18th and early 19th century were uncovered,
including fencelines running east-west in Area A and north-south in Area B. Both
of the fencelines appear to be part of early reclamation or shoring of the land. In
addition to structural elements, organic artefacts including leather shoes and
offcuts of leather and rope were recovered.
Substantial sandstone and brick structural remains built prior to 1855, many of which
remained in use until the late 1880s, were uncovered. These included:








Sandstone footings and flagged floors that had various uses throughout the
later 19th century including a dairy and building materials store in the centre of
Area A.
A warehouse with sandstone walls and pads, in use by 1880 as a wool store, in
the west Area A.
A large open-fronted structure built from a combination of brick, sandstone and
timber, and relating to a pre-1845 cooperage operated by John Williams from
George Street in Area B.
Two sandstock brick cesspits, one from c.1845 and another from pre-1845 in
Area B.

Extensive late 19th century levelling fills were recorded across both Areas A and B.
The intention of such fills was to raise back fill within the Tank Stream valley. In
Area B this was intended to raise ground levels to match with George Street. These
fills were found to be rich in artefactual material but with a broad date range and
are unlikely to be directly related to past activities carried out across the site. They
were probably carted in from nearby or opportunistically dumped on the site by
neighbours.
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CIRCULAR QUAY TOWER
182 GEORGE & 33-35 PITT STREETS, SYDNEY
PRELIMINARY RESULTS REPORT
1.0

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the preliminary details of archaeological excavations undertaken by
Casey & Lowe on behalf of Lendlease from 2017 to 2019 at the 182 George & 33-35 Pitt
Streets site, currently known as Circular Quay Tower (Figure 1.1). This report is provided in
compliance with Conditions of Approval s.140 (2015/S140/27) and s.144 variation
(2017/S144/08). Condition 16 requires:
The Applicant must ensure that a summary of the results of the field work, up to 500
words in length, prepared by the approved Primary Excavation Director, Dr Mary Casey
and secondary Excavation Director, Ms Rhian Jones nominated in the section 140
Application number 2015/s140/27, is submitted to the Heritage Council of NSW for
approval within one (1) month of completion of archaeological field work. This
information is required in accordance with section 146(b) of the Heritage Act 1977.

Excavations commenced within the extant buildings in November 2017, with the aim of
examining around 70 per cent of the assessed area. It quickly became apparent however,
that due to engineering constraints relating to the depth of fills it would not be possible to
undertake the majority of the excavation until after demolition. Two separate areas of the
site were tested at this time; along Underwood street (Area A) and towards to rear of
George Street (Area B) (Figure 1.2). This formed the first phase of excavation. Four further
periods were undertaken between October 2018 and September 2019, summarised in Table
1. Both areas were subject to open area excavation using machines to remove bulk fills and
a team of archaeologists to investigate historic features and deposits.
Table 1 - Summary of excavation dates

Dates
06/11/17-08/12/17

Areas
A and B - limited

09/10/18-08/11/18
06/03/19-28/03/19
10/04/19-12/04/19
14/06/19-18/07/19
29/07/19-12/09/19

A
A
A
B

Change in methodology required
due to engineering issues with 1920s
carpark building
Upper levels only
Lower levels
Environmental trenches at either end
of Underwood Street
All remaining parts of Area B

The site is located within the City of Sydney in the northwest corner of the CBD adjacent
to The Rocks and in the area generally known as Circular Quay. It is contained by
Underwood Street to the south, Pitt Street to the east and George Street to the west
(Figure 1.1). The site consists of six land parcels in total with archaeological excavations
being undertaken in three of them: 33-35 Pitt Street (Lot 7 DP 629694), 182 George Street
(Lot 182 DP 606865), and Crane Lane (Lot 1 and 2, DP 880891). The remaining parcels are
too heavily impacted by 20th century construction for archaeology to have survived.
Historically this land was first granted to James Underwood, an emancipated convict ship
builder, and Major George Johnston, a marine of the First Fleet, who became aide-de-camp
to Gov. Hunter and later led the New South Wales Corps during the Rum Rebellion (Figure
1.3)
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Figure 1.1: Location plan showing the subject site, LLCQT outlined in red. Six Maps 2019

Excavation of Area A resumed in October 2018 and was undertaken with the use of a 17tn
and a 49tn excavator initially to remove fills followed by hand excavation and limited 5tn
excavator work. In Area B a 14tn excavator was used to remove the concrete slab and
upper fills, followed by a 5tn machine with archaeologists undertaking hand excavation of
features and test pits in both areas when needed. All other excavations on site in sensitive
areas were monitored where necessary, including along the Tank Stream and George
Street. Three deep test trenches were excavated with a combination of 5tn and 17tn
machines, and finalised by hand across Area A to investigate and record the underlying
environmental and topographic evidence of the Tank Stream valley. This recording was
augmented by undertaking two sediment cores of Tanks Stream sediments for ITRAX
analysis at Lucas Heights.
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Figure 1.2: Area A was northern part of the Underwood Estate and Area B was within the Johnston
Estate. Nearmap 2019

Figure 1.3: Part of the 1855 Trigonometrical Survey of Sydney that provided the first relatively
accurate plans for buildings in this area of Sydney. It shows that by this date extensive building
work had been undertaken across the LLCQT site (outlined in red).
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All excavated areas were planned at 1:50 scale in addition to photogrammetric recording
and digital survey. Key sections were drawn at 1:20 scale. Detailed standard and archivalresolution photographs were taken throughout the excavation. Artefacts including glass,
ceramics, metal and organics were recovered throughout the excavation process in
addition to soil, building material, and timber samples. Large samples of sediments and
shells found close to the Tank Stream were also recovered for palaeoenvironmental testing.
This report was written by Dr Gary Marriner, Senior Archaeologist, and reviewed by Rhian
Jones, Senior Archaeologist and Secondary Director, and Dr Mary Casey, Primary Director
under the S144 variation. The historical background included in this report is summarised
from the Archaeological Assessment (Section 2.0) written by Caroline Plim and Dr Mary
Casey.
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2.0 SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Table of the main historical events associated with the site.
Date
Underwood
Johnston
1788Johnston arrives on
1790s
the First Fleet
1790s
Underwood arrives in
Johnston leased the
1791, begins occupation of land in 1796
Establishment of
land around 1796
1798 – Keel of the Contest possible market
laid down in Underwood’s garden. 1
boat yard
1800s
1804 – Lease formalised
1806 – Lease renewed
Reclamation undertaken
1810s
Various buildings
1816 – Lease renewed
constructed
1820s
1830s
1840s

James Underwood dies

1850s

Various wood, metal and
stone/brick constructed
buildings
Building Material
importers yard on Pitt
Street
Underwood’s Estate Acts
allow selling of land
Renovation and
construction of new
buildings
Subdivided for sale
Various buildings
including Stores
Construction of various
semi industrial buildings
Combination of 33 and 35
Pitt Street to build GE
Crane and Sons head
office

1860s
1870s

1880s
1890s
1900s
onwards

George Johnston dies
Reclamation
undertaken
Wooden tenements in
use
Cooperage at 196-198
George St 2
Various outbuildings
constructed or
modified

Other
First Fleet arrives and
occupies Sydney Cove

1807 – Meehan’s plan
shows both grants
Landholders adjacent to
the Tank Stream order to
construct a masonry wall

Tank Stream Enclosed
and Pitt Street extended

Renovation and
clearance of buildings

At least six shops on
George Street
including Beans Hotel
Combination of 3-17
Underwood Street and
188-194 George Street
to build Nock & Kirby

Roberts 2008 Marine Officer, Convict Wife: The Johnstons of Annandale, Annandale Urban Research Association,
Balmain, NSW, pp. 86.
1

2

City of Sydney Council Rates Assessments Records, 1845
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3.0 AREA A – OVERVIEW OF INITIAL RESULTS
3.1

AREA A – UNDERWOOD ESTATE

Area A corresponds to the land originally occupied by James Underwood from around 1796
onwards. For this report it is separated into two chronologically distinct periods with 1855
providing the cut-off date between the two periods, based on the publication of the 1855
Trigonometrical Survey of Sydney. It may not correspond to any substantial differences in
occupation or use of land at the site.

3.1.1

IMPACTS FROM 1960S BUILDING

The archaeological resource at the eastern end of Area A was found to have been impacted
by multiple phases of 20th century construction (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The eastern end of Area A facing northwest. Multiple phases of concrete pile
construction have impacted on the archaeology in this part of the site. IMG_1667
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3.1.2

IMPACTS FROM 1920S CARPARK

Impacts from the early 20th century Underwood Garage were found in Area A. As with the
1960s building, these took the form of concrete piles for different buildings and service pipe
trenches (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Example of the impacts from 20th century construction on the archaeological resource
in the centre of Area A. The concrete pile has destroyed a large part of the brick structure and
the metal pipes have cut through the sandstone wall. View to the north. Scale 1m. IMG_1505

3.1.3

ENVIRONMENTAL TRENCHES

Due to the site’s proximity to the Tank Stream a special focus was placed on the
of information relating the 1788 landscape. This included detailed recording of
sampling of extensive shell beds, digital survey of sandstone topography and the
of samples for geochemical, archaeobotanical and palaeoenvironmental analysis.
for a pioneering geoarchaeological coring program were also recovered.
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1000mm
Mixed
sands

900mm
shell bed

Figure 3.3: Orthophoto of the south-facing section of Test Trench 18 excavated to bedrock. Above the bedrock a 900mm thick shell bed was found
which has been extensively sampled (red). Above this alternating bands of marine sands and alluvial silts show the dynamic hydrological
environment (green). LLCQT 19-06-21 Section

9
At the eastern end of the site an approximately 2.6m deep trench was excavated from the
lowest historical archaeology levels down to the sandstone bedrock. Beneath the lowest
levels of reclamation washed in bands of alluvial silts and bleached harbour sands were
found in alternating layers, indicative of a combination of riverine and coastal activity. A
thick deposit of sand (approximately 1m deep) was found below this which contained
increasingly large amounts of broken, crushed marine shell. Immediately above the
sandstone bedrock, a 900mm thick deposit of whole marine shell was found (Figure 3.3,
Figure 3.4). The bedrock was encountered at an approximate RL of -4.25m.

Figure 3.4: Detail of natural shell beds sitting on the bedrock. View to north, scale 100mm
increments. DSC_1447

At the western end of the site historical archaeology was found to continue down to the
bedrock, including two post holes cut into the bedrock itself (Figure 3.5). The top of the
bedrock here was found at approximately 0.50m RL. Only a thin band (<300mm) of sand
was found above the bedrock and this still contained historic artefacts. This suggests that
the bedrock may have been exposed during the later 18th and early 19th century prior to it
being buried by reclamation of this area or that the area was later stripped down to
bedrock.
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Figure 3.5: Test Trench 17 at the western end of Area A. The black sands (red arrow) immediately
above the bedrock contained historic artefacts suggesting that the bedrock may have been
exposed during the late 18th or early 19th century. Two square postholes (green arrow) cut
into the sandstone were also found, but the date of these is unclear. View to northwest, scale
1m. DSC_5259

3.2

1788-1855 DEVELOPMENT

Pre-1855 there was a variety of evidence of land use in Area A. A black yard surface, an
east-west running timber fenceline (Figure 3.6), and several associated artefact-rich fills
are interpreted as dating to the late 18th and early 19th century as evidence of Underwood’s
use of his pre-1807 newly reclaimed land.

Figure 3.6: The top of the timber fenceline found along Underwood Street, Area A. The fence may
have been used as a revetment or to demark space. View to southwest. IMG_0288
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The yard surface and fence were built directly above white and pale grey clayey crushed
sandstone. This crushed sandstone was used to reclaim or consolidate the soft grey and
white sands which had naturally accumulated on top of the bedrock across the western
part of the area.

Figure 3.7: Intersection between the east-west fenceline (red arrow) and north-south running
sandstone and timber (blue arrow) drain in the centre of Area A. Crushed sandstone
reclamation fills are present between the features (yellow arrow). View to south, scale 0.5m.
IMG_0451

Figure 3.8: House 4 (yellow arrow) with timber fenceline (red arrow) and drain (blue arrow) in
the foreground. Note the timber beam atop the wall to the west (green arrow) that may have
functioned as a doorway. North at top. DSC_4068
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Several other features that correspond to later use by Underwood were also located. These
include foundations of a large sandstone structure (House 4 Figure 3.8). While the footings
of the structure were damaged or had been robbed-out towards the east, enough of the
foundations survived to establish the width of the structure which appeared to be internally
divided into at least two spaces. The western ‘room’ was the best preserved, with a length
of 7m, meaning the eastern ‘room’ may have been 11m long. The structure incorporated
two substantial timber beams into the westernmost wall, possibly part of a doorway or
threshold at the entrance into the building, which was most likely built of timber. The
maximum length of the structure was not able to be recorded and its purpose is currently
unknown.

Figure 3.9: Western end of Area A showing one of the south-north running drains (red arrow).
View to north, scale 1m. IMG_0592

Two south-north running sandstone drains topped with timber planks or sandstone blocks
were uncovered and excavated (blue arrow Figure 3.8, yellow arrow Figure 3.9). The
alignment of the drains seemed to respect the position of the large sandstone structure
and may have been contemporary with that building, or dug as part of a change in landuse by Underwood from industrial/commercial ship-building, to domestic house and
gardens. A description of Underwood’s buildings as part of a mortgage for his property in
1815 described ‘…Dwelling House Out Houses Offices Kitchens Stable Barns Stores Yards
Gardens’. 3 The later structures and drains recorded in the western part of Area A may
relate to any of these structures.

Mortgage: Underwood to Terry, 6 Nov 1816, Book 6 p121 Entry 1533, Old Register One to Nine, LPI & SRNSW,
2008

3
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3.3

POST-1855 OCCUPATION AND MODIFICATIONS

Investigations of the upper 1-2m of archaeology in 2018, revealed the sandstone footings
of three mid-19th-century buildings which were exposed and recorded across the western
half of the 10-12m wide area along Underwood Street (Figure 3.10). These structures
represented the development of various separate properties along Underwood Street from
the early 1850s until the early 1900s.

Figure 3.10: Section of the 1880 Dove Plan of Sydney with the site overlaid in red. The structures
identified during excavation align with those shown on Underwood Street (green arrows). Little
evidence was found of the large building to the east (blue arrow) most likely due to substantial
impacts from the 1960s tower building.

Large volumes of imported fill material were found to cover the site area above all these
features. These mixed fills contained a significant amount of artefactual material with a
broad date range but most likely do not relate to occupation or use of the site. The use of
imported fills to raise and level ground is common practice in Sydney, particularly in areas
where land is being reclaimed, as in the banks of the Tanks Stream, Circular Quay and
Darling Harbour.
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Figure 3.11: Sandstone flagged floor cut by a later service trench in the centre of Area A (House 2
Room 1). The sunken aspect of the floor may relate to its use as a dairy. View to the south,
scale 1m. IMG_1543

Partial footings of a large sandstone structure were located at the western end of Area A.
In addition to the sandstone footings, a line of sandstone pads were found running through
the centre of the building. These pads would have supported either an upper storey or
roof. This part of Underwood’s grant is listed as being a wool store in 1880 and a
coppersmith in 1921. Artefacts relating to either use were not recovered during excavation.
Towards the centre of the area substantial remains found included sandstone flagged floors
(Figure 3.11) and a collapsed slate roof (Figure 3.12). Historically, this structure is believed
to have been used as a dairy. The sandstone flooring on the western part of the structure
was sunken below the surrounding ground level which is interpreted as being an attempt
to regulate lower temperatures for milk processing/storage. Sunken buildings within
dairies are not uncommon. Multiple yard surfaces were found within the central area of the
structure suggesting that it underwent multiple periods of use and repair. The eastern part
of the structure had a widespread slate deposit, likely a collapsed roof that was later reused
as damp-proofing. Beneath the slate, further sandstone flooring was found.
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Figure 3.12: Repurposed slate roof collapse found in the western room in the central structure in
Area A (House 2 Room 2). Slate would have functioned as an effective damp proof course
under floors. View to the north, scale 1m. IMG_1596

Little evidence remained of post-1855 structures to the east of this building, in the eastern
end of Area A, possibly due to extensive demolition and excavation for the construction of
Stanway Chambers in 1905. Several isolated structural elements and fills possibly
associated with timber and corrugated iron sheds were found but conclusive
interpretations await the final report. As the structures were built of ephemeral materials,
the full footprint of the buildings in this property were not easily identifiable in the upper
levels.
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4.0 AREA B – OVERVIEW OF INITIAL RESULTS
4.1

AREA B – JOHNSTON ESTATE

Area B is within the southeast corner of the land originally granted in 1796 to George
Johnston. Preliminary analysis of the deposits in this area indicated three chronologically
distinct periods; 1788-1830, 1830-1855 and post 1855.1. Within this relatively small area over
2m of historical archaeological deposits were encountered. Multiple parts of different
buildings were found including:


1788-1830







1830-1850






Wooden walls, floors, fencelines, and walkways
Sandstock brick cesspits
Areas of brick and sandstone paving
Numerous ditches, post holes and other features in the lower levels
Multiple sandstone footings relating to structures on the 1855 Trigonometrical
Plan of Sydney such as poorly constructed tenement buildings and cooperage
workshops
Yard surfaces made up of industrial waste and partially buried barrel-lined pits
Sandstock brick cesspits

Post-1855 brick pavements along Crane Lane and modification to earlier structures

Figure 4.1: The site and archaeology areas shown on the 1807 Meehan plan of Sydney Cove.
Archaeology areas are shown in blue within the overall site area in red. Not the close proximity
of Area B to the edge of Johnson’s grant (8) and that by this stage Underwood (13) was
proposing to commence reclamation into The Tank Stream.
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4.1.1

IMPACTS FROM THE 1960S BUILDINGS

There were considerable impacts from 20th century construction in Area B (Figure 4.2).
The land immediately to the north, west and south of the area had already been bulk
reduced into the bedrock for the construction of basements in the 20th century.
Inspections of the surviving bedrock below the basements did not identify any surviving
archaeological features or deposits.

Figure 4.2: View to the west of Area B during excavation demonstrating the large impact of 210th
century construction on the area. View to west. LLCQT DN_2019_09-06 (5)a

4.2

1788 TO 1830S LAND USE

A timber fenceline, similar to the one recorded in Area A, was found running north-south
along the east of Area B (Figure 4.3). The fenceline approximately aligns with the eastern
edge of George Johnson’s original grant (Figure 4.1) and may be an attempt to form both
a boundary and a timber retaining fence as part of stabilising or shoring up the land at the
edge of the Tank Stream’s high tide in the early 19th century.
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Figure 4.3: Timber fenceline (green arrow), possible bush log walkway (foreground red arrow),
and drain cover made from repurposed timbers (yellow arrow). To the north (right) are the
remains of a brick cesspit (blue arrow). All of these features relate to the pre-1855 use of the
land and possible to the 1830 based on their stratigraphic relationships beneath the 1830s/40s
fills. View to west, 1m scale. DSC_5619

A series of north-south running shallow linear ditches were found across the area (Figure
4.4). They were uncovered below a series of later timber layers or floors (discussed below,
Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8). The ditches have been tentatively identified as evidence of possible
garden beds or associated drainage channels, although comprehensive soil and pollen
analysis is required to confirm possible agricultural activities. In addition to these larger
ditches, multiple post holes and smaller ditches were found in the central area of the site
that show intensive use of the area during this early period, possibly c.1788. These include
a semi-circular ditch that is earlier than the possible furrows and that seems to be
associated with a surrounding ring of postholes. The phasing and relationships of these
features is complex and requires detailed study to untangle, as well as analysis of the few
artefacts they may have contained. An unusual element of the early soils was the inclusion
of large quantities of timber sawdust and how some of the layers encountered were
composed of entirely sawdust. The sawdust deposit and some of the timber elements are
assumed to be associated with post-1788 activities and possibly with nearby sawpits.
Again, further analysis of samples should inform us of how the timber debris was deposited,
either upslope from George Street or down from the Tank Stream to the east.
Timber remains of two tree boles were found surviving within the soil (Figure 4.5). This is
very unusual as typically all that survives of tree roots or boles is soft black decayed organic
material. This is further indicative of the unusually high survival of considerable quantities
of timber from buildings, fence posts and the natural landscape.
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Figure 4.4: Various features that relate to the earliest use of the site which will be subject to
rigorous post-excavation analysis. These include postholes (red arrows), possible furrows
(blue arrow) and other ditches (yellow arrows). View to southeast, scale 1m. IMG_2902

Figure 4.5: Example of a tree bole and bark found to have survived within a wide linear ditch
interpreted as a possible garden furrow. Note the red brown discolouration in the section
(background) which is the result of sawdust. View to south, scale 1m. IMG_2669
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4.3

c.1830-1855 DEVELOPMENT

According to the historic record, little structural development of the property occurred
prior to the 1830s. If this was the case, then the period from 1830 up to the publication of
the 1855 Trigonometrical Survey was a flurry of activity in the area. A large number of
wooden structural elements dating to the early to mid-19th century were found in the
centre of Area B, in addition to several cesspits and footings of sandstone buildings. The
precise relationship between these elements will require in depth post-excavation analysis
aided by detailed field recording.
In the centre of the area three layers of wooden features were found, all of which included
reused timbers. The upper layer was made of uneven pieces of timber, some of which
featured deep mortices and a surface formed by hammering iron tacks into it (Figure 4.6,
Figure 4.7,). This is interpreted as a collapsed wall. The second layer consisted of more
regular pieces in a neat construction and probably were the remains of floorboards (Figure
4.8). These floorboards are associated with a brick rubble fill and deposits of barrel hoops,
likely related to a cooperage operated from George Street that was first mentioned in the
1845 Council Rates Assessments Records. The final layer was a timber floor or hatch
covering a brick cesspit. The bricks in this cesspit dated to c.1830s/40s and had a shallow
rectangular frog. They were probably made in a brickfield in in Albion and Reservoir streets
Surry Hills. Further timber elements were found to the west of Area B which included
floorboards and possibly underlying joists suggesting the remnants of an in situ building
(Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10). These were buried beneath the 1830s/40s fill on which the timber
cooperage was built. During the dismantling of the timbers none of them were found to
be connected into each other by or pegs or bolts. Further investigation is required to
interpret this possible structure.

Figure 4.6: Detail of a hand chiselled triangular mortices cut into timber in the centre of Area B.
The circular headed tacks that cover the surface of the wood are also visible. Scale 200mm.
IMG_2028
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Figure 4.7: Triangular morticed timber that formed part of the collapsed wall panel in the centre
of Area B. The surface is entirely covered with metal tacks. View to south, scale 1m. IMG_2019

Figure 4.8: The second timber layer showing the more neatly arranged timber floorboards. View
to north, scale 1m IMG_2128.
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Figure 4.9: Remnant timber elements in the central western part of Area B. The ‘cross’ shaped
alignment is highly suggestive of structure yet none of these elements were attached to each
other. The brick structure to the north (right hand side of the photograph) is later and cut into
the timber layer. View to southwest, scale 1m. IMG_2403

Figure 4.10: Orthophoto of the central part of Area B showing the c.1830s floor boards (red
arrow), sandstone paving (blue arrow), and associated fills (green arrow). These all likely relate
to the use of the site as a cooperage. The bush log walkway (yellow) is likely earlier.
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Prior to removal, all timber features were photographed and recorded in detail, with
samples of the best representative parts removed from site to be catalogued and some to
be conserved. The survival of so much early wood is rare and as such, it is hoped that
careful analysis will provide unparalleled insight into a poorly understood part of Sydney’s
history. Analysis is to include timber samples.
In addition to the timber elements multiple sandstone structures were also identified in
Area B. Many of these were first encountered during the initial phase of excavation in 2017.
The majority had been removed during civil excavation prior to recommencement of
archaeological works in July 2019 however. These sandstone structures are later than the
timber elements below but still predate 1855.

Figure 4.11: Sandstone walls with stone flooring located in the centre of Area B. The walls contain
post holes for the original wooden superstructure, which was first exposed in 2017. Sandstock
bricks were also found mortared onto the underlying stonework showing that they also formed
part of the superstructure. View to south, scale 1. DSC_5298

Along the southern side of the area, poorly constructed sandstone footings and other
sandstone features including a possible fire place were found. These relate to immigrant
tenement housing in 1845. In the centre of the area, a sandstone-floored structure which
featured complex construction including sandstone footings, with timber posts and brick
super structure (Figure 4.11) was found. The structure also appeared to be open-fronted
with large postholes suggesting they supported a timber roof. In the northwest corner, a
brick cesspit was found (Figure 4.12) that contained a large number of artefacts including
Chinese exported ginger jars, British Willow-Pattern tablewares and clay tobacco pipes. In
the western part of the area (Crane Lane), several patches of poorly preserved brick
pavement that date to the later 19th century were found made from reused sandstock
bricks (Figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.12: Sandstock brick cesspit found in the northwest of Area A which features an unusual
secondary drain (red arrow) view to the east, scale 1m. IMG_1562

Figure 4.13: Unevenly laid sandstock brick pavements found along Crane Lane. The bricks show
clear evidence of reuse and may have been salvaged from earlier structures on the site. View
to the north, scale 1m.; IMG_1329
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5.0 RANGE OF ARTEFACTS RECOVERED DURING THE
EXCAVATION

Figure 5.1: Example of the artefacts recovered from context 163 – a deep organic rich deposit in
Area A. The imported British and Chinese ceramics, leather and shells are indicative of some
of the main artefact types recovered.

Figure 5.2: Mid-19th century Chinese porcelain ginger jar. These kinds of jars were commonly
imported into Sydney throughout the mid to late 19th century.
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Figure 5.3: Detail of a bust of Lord Nelson found on a fragment of a ceramic wine cooler made by
the convict potter John Moreton, c.1830s. An intact version is this vessel is known from a
significant collection.

Figure 5.4: Collection of artefacts from Area A including Stoneware bottles, Chinese porcelain,
English earthenware and transfer print wares. C. 1850
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Figure 5.5: A British Willow Pattern transfer printed platter. Willow is an enduring and popular
pattern for blue and white ceramics and is made throughout the 19th and into the 20th century.

Figure 5.6: Mocha or Factory Slipware chamber pot found in the later cesspit in Area B. Likely
dates from c. 1830-1850
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Figure 5.7: Selection of various stoneware bottles recovered from Area B. The first and third
bottles are both stamped “I MORETON & SONS POTTERS” and were made in Sydney between
c.1835-1847. The second bottle is stamped “T. FIELD POTTER SYDNEY” and dates from the mid
to late 1840s. All three of these bottles would have contained ginger beer. The fourth bottle is
stamped “(B)LACKING BOTTLE”, dating from 1817-1834 and made in the UK. It would have
contained blacking, a paste used for polishing shoes, stoves and other items.
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6.0 SCOPE OF POST-EXCAVATION ANALYSIS & REPORTING
This report summarises the preliminary results following the completion of the testing and
salvage phases of the archaeological investigation. The following phase of the project
consists of specialist analysis of excavation data, artefacts and historical data. The end
result of which will be the production of a final excavation report. Post-excavation analysis
by specialists at Casey & Lowe and will include:









Specialist cataloguing and analysis of the artefacts – ceramic, glass, metals, clay
pipes, coins and tokens, small and miscellaneous finds – resulting in the production
of detailed artefact catalogue and reports.
A Harris Matrix and detailed stratigraphic report will be produced.
Survey plans and detailed phased archaeological drawings will be produced to
publication standard.
Identifying and cataloguing artefacts.
Soil, sediment, pollen, timber and other samples will be analysed by specialists.
Artefact catalogue, photograph archive, context register, test trench register,
plans register and samples register.
The final excavation report will include a detailed historic background to the site,
the synthesis of results, an analysis of the artefact assemblage and a response to
the research design for the archaeology of the study area.
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7.0 OPPORTUNITIES FOR HERITAGE INTERPRETATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Results of environmental sampling within the Tank Stream deposits and elsewhere
on site. This is likely to offer some unique evidence.
Use of graphic materials which will be produced during the archaeological
reporting.
Range of significant and unusual artefacts from the site. These will need to be
catalogued before we can offer information on this material.
New stories and themes to be developed from the archaeological reporting for later
stages of the project.
Additional historical research to assist our understanding of the site.
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